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Abstract
In this paper, we present Team Hawk’s partici-
pation in Track 1 of the WASSA 2023 shared
task. The objective of the task is to under-
stand the empathy that emerges between in-
dividuals during their conversations. In our
study, we developed a multi-tasking framework
that is capable of automatically assessing empa-
thy, intensity of emotion, and polarity of emo-
tion within participants’ conversations. Our
proposed core model extends the transformer
architecture, utilizing two separate RoBERTa-
based encoders to encode both the articles and
conversations. Subsequently, a sequence of
self-attention, position-wise feed-forward, and
dense layers are employed to predict the regres-
sion scores for the three sub-tasks: empathy,
intensity of emotion, and polarity of emotion.
Our best model achieved average Pearson’s cor-
relation of 0.7710 (Empathy: 0.7843, Emotion
Polarity: 0.7917, Emotion Intensity: 0.7381)
on the released development set and 0.7250
(Empathy: 0.8090, Emotion Polarity: 0.7010,
Emotion Intensity: 0.6650) on the released test
set. These results earned us the 3rd position in
the test set evaluation phase of Track 1.

1 Introduction

Empathy involves understanding and sharing oth-
ers’ feelings. In conversation, empathy is demon-
strated through active listening, acknowledging
emotions, and providing supportive responses.
Emotion polarity refers to the positive or negative
nature of expressed emotions, while emotion inten-
sity relates to the strength of those emotions.

Computing empathy is an emergent paradigm
and become an important component in conver-
sational AI (Mazaré et al., 2018; Roller et al.,
2021). Empathy is critical for clinical applications
such as automated behavioral therapy (Fitzpatrick
et al., 2017). Implementing complex emotional-
motivational states and effectively responding in an
empathetic manner remains a significant challenge
in human-machine interaction.

The dataset shared by the organizers comprises
news stories and corresponding brief essays written
by participants during conversation sessions. Partic-
ipants engage in dialogues, assessing each other’s
conversation turns for empathy, emotion intensity,
and polarity. A third-party annotator confirms the
emotional dimensions of empathy, intensity, and
polarity at the end of the session (Buechel et al.,
2018; Sharma et al., 2020; Barriere et al., 2022).

The WASSA 2023 shared task (Barriere et al.,
2023) consists of five different tracks: Track 1:
Empathy and Emotion Prediction in Conversations
(CONV), Track 2: Empathy Prediction (EMP),
Track 3: Emotion Classification (EMO), Track 4:
Personality Prediction (PER), and Track 5: Inter-
personal Reactivity Index Prediction (IRI).

In this paper, we present our submission for
Track 1. The provided dataset contains conver-
sations between two participants, along with scores
for empathy, emotion polarity, and emotion inten-
sity. The task revolves around two participants who
read a news article and initiate a conversation based
on that particular news. They are then required to
assess each other’s empathy, intensity of emotion,
and polarity of emotion based on their discussion.

The objective of the task is to develop a system
capable of automatically assessing empathy, inten-
sity of emotion, and polarity of emotion within
participants’ conversations.

Our model consists of two RoBERTa-based en-
coders to encode article and conversation followed
by a 3-layered transformer encoder. The represen-
tation is then passed to a sequence of layers which
provides regression output of three tasks (cf. Track
1) – Empathy, Emotion Polarity, and Emotion In-
tensity with a multi-tasking framework (MLT). In
Track 1 participation, our best model achieved aver-
age Pearson’s correlation of 0.771 on the released
development set and 0.725 on the released test set.
The key findings of this research can be summa-
rized as follows: (i) residual skip connections are
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effective in enhancing the conversation encoder,
(ii) including the previous dialogues of both par-
ticipants in a conversation along with the current
dialogue helps in preserving the context of the con-
versation within the dialogue encoder for a partic-
ular session, and (iii) Token interactions between
articles and conversations utilizing multi-head self-
attention yield significant and informative results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
introduce related work in §2. We discuss problem
statement in §3. The proposed model is described
in §4 and experiment and result in § 5. Finally, we
conclude our paper in §6.

2 Related Work

Recently, transformer based (Vaswani et al., 2017)
pre-trained models such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), OpenAI GPT (Radford et al., 2018),
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) etc. have been shown
superior performance in various downstream tasks,
including text classification task (Sun et al., 2020;
Luo and Wang, 2019; Singh et al., 2021), gen-
eration task such as question answering (Garg
et al., 2020) and many more. Recent works have
shown that using such pre-trained methods can
achieve state-of-the-art performance. Towards that
end, Sharma et al. (2020) investigated a multi-
task RoBERTa-based bi-encoder paradigm for com-
prehending empathy in text-based health support,
Zhou and Jurgens (2020) investigated the link be-
tween distress, condolence, and empathy in on-
line support groups using nested regression mod-
els. Many research (Abdul-Mageed and Ungar,
2017; Nozza et al., 2017) have given various strate-
gies for emotion recognition. The effectiveness of
using transformer encoders for emotion detection
was investigated by Adoma et al. (2020). Ghosh
et al. (2022) proposed a multi-task deep learning
methods to address Empathy Detection, Emotion
Classification and Personality Detection. Inspired
from (Sharma et al., 2020) and multi-encoder based
architectures (Pal et al., 2018, 2019, 2020), we pro-
pose a multi-encoder based architecture followed
by MLP and a linear layer output layer. Our core
architecture is similar to Pal et al. (2018), the dif-
ference is we use two RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)
encoders for inputs.

3 Problem Statement

Our model is based on a multi-task learning based
framework (MTL) to force the model to consider

three different objectives i.e. three emotional di-
mensions of empathy (y1), intensity (y2), and po-
larity (y3). Given a set of conversation for a single
session c for a corresponding article ac, the output
probability y ∈ y1, y2, y3 in the model setting is
calculated as in Equation 1.

p(y) = p(y|c,ac) (1)

The model acts as a regressor, the output head
provides regression results. The network consists
of a two-layered multi-layered perceptron1 (MLP)
with ReLU activation between layers and output
head with a ‘linear’ activation. Given the output of
the regression head, the loss can be calculated as:

Lt =
∑

(ac,c,y)∈D
−logp(y|c,ac; θ) (2)

Our model is trained for three emotional dimen-
sions of empathy (y1), intensity (y2), and polarity
(y3) with corresponding losses L1, L2, and L3 re-
spectively, in an end-to-end fashion that jointly
optimizes the loss as in Eq. 3, where α, β, and γ
are learnable parameters.

Loverall = α ∗ L1 + β ∗ L2 + γ ∗ L3 (3)

4 Model Architecture

Figure 1: Our proposed model architecture

Our proposed model consists of two Roberta en-
coders2 – article encoder (encart) and conversation
encoder (encconv) based on the inputs from news
articles and conversations. In the proposed model,
the last hidden state of both encoder representa-
tions are merged and passed through a 3-layered
transformer encoder (cf. Figure 1). A residual con-
nection is employed between the CLS pooling of
the conversation encoder and the output of the 3-
layered transformer encoder. The combined CLS

1Our MLP layer consists of two fully connected feed for-
ward layers and a ReLU activation between them.

2For our submission, we use Roberta Large: https://
huggingface.co/roberta-large
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pooling representation is then inputted into MLPs
followed by a linear layer. The linear layer gener-
ates regression outputs for the three tasks: Empa-
thy, Emotion Polarity, and Emotion Intensity. This
model utilizes a multi-tasking framework (MLT)
that jointly optimizes each individual loss function
(see §3) in an end-to-end manner.

5 Experiments and Results

In this section, we provide a summary of how our
systems were trained, tuned, and combined to cre-
ate the Team Hawk submissions for Track 1 of the
WASSA 2023 Shared Task. We evaluated our sys-
tem using Pearson’s correlation, which measures
the relationship between the regression outputs of
our model and the gold standards. All benchmark
evaluation scores are reported based on the devel-
opment set released by the organizers.

5.1 Dataset

The track 1 dataset (Barriere et al., 2023; Omi-
taomu et al., 2022) used in this research consists
of conversations between two individuals within
a given session. The dataset includes several
columns, such as conversation-id, turn-id, conver-
sation text, emotional polarity, emotion, empathy,
speaker-number, article-id, speaker-id, essay-id,
and more. Additionally, an article dataset is also
utilized, which contains article-id and article-text.

The overall training data comprises 8,778 la-
beled data points. To conduct the experiments,
the released training set is split into a validation
set, consisting of 1,756 data points, and a train set,
containing the remaining 7,022 data points.

For evaluation purposes, the released develop-
ment data consisting of 2,400 data points is used as
the in-hand test set.

5.2 Data Pre-processing

To prepare inputs to our model we performed data
preprocessing. The encart takes input as articles
with <a_id:article_id>. To the encconv, we provide
the contextual conversations (C) along with Con-
versation ID, Turn ID, Article ID & Speaker ID rep-
resented as <c_id:conversation_id>, <tid:turn_id>,
<a_id:article_id> & <s_id:speaker_id> respectively
for each conversation (c). For ith training instance
for a particular session the contextual conversion
means C = concat(c<i, ci).

5.2.1 Baseline Model
Our baseline model is similar to our proposed
model however the model does not have trans-
former encoder (cf. Figure 2).

Figure 2: Baseline Model

The baseline model demonstrated an average
Pearson correlation of 0.623 on the validation set.
However, on the training set, it achieved an average
Pearson correlation of approximately 0.977. This
significant difference between the performance on
the training set and the validation set indicates clear
overfitting, as the model has excessively adapted to
the training data.

5.2.2 Baseline with residual connection

Figure 3: Residual Model

In this experiment, we add a residual connection
between MLP representation of combined encoders
(concatenation of encart and encconv) and the con-
versation encoder, encconv (cf. Figure 3). In our
model, the combination of both encoders through
CLS pooling raises concerns about the possibil-
ity of information loss that has been learned by
the encconv. To address this issue, we utilize skip
connections, which not only help alleviate the van-
ishing gradient problem but also improve training
efficiency. However, the key question is why we
use skip connections in our model.

The use of skip connections ensures that the gra-
dient flows equally to both the article and dialogue
encoders. While the article remains constant, em-
pathy, emotion polarity, and emotion intensity are
primarily driven by the conversation. Therefore, it
is crucial to emphasize the importance of the con-
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versation in our model to provide a diverse range
of contexts for the model to learn from.

Furthermore, introducing residual connections
offers another avenue for improvement in the out-
put head. With the presence of multiple linear
layers, there is a risk of overfitting. The inclusion
of residual connections helps mitigate this concern
and enhances the model’s performance by allowing
the flow of information from earlier layers to later
layers, enabling better representation learning.

After combining the representations from the
two encoders, we proceed with the following steps:

Minimizing the output feature: Instead of di-
rectly passing the input through multiple linear
layers, we utilize two Multi-Layer Perceptrons
(MLPs). Each MLP consists of two linear lay-
ers with ReLU activation. The first MLP reduces
the output feature dimension from R1536 to R768

(specific to the RoBERTa base). This reduced fea-
ture is then passed through Layer Normalization to
enhance training stability and speed.

Further feature reduction: The output from
Layer Normalization is fed into the second MLP,
which reduces the feature dimension from R768 to
R32. Layer normalization is once again applied to
the output to maintain stability.

Final linear layer: The output from the second
MLP is then passed through a linear layer, which
further reduces the feature size from R32 to R1.

These steps enhance the model’s to an im-
proved output for regression tasks. As a result,
we achieved a significant increase in the Pearson
correlation, improving it from 0.623 to 0.724.

5.2.3 The proposed model

Here, we introduced a 3-layered transformer en-
coder (cf. §4). The main difference from the
previous experiment is that instead of passing the
concatenation of the CLS pooling of encart and
encconv to the MLP, we pass the combined last
hidden state (R512×1536) of both encoders (for
RoBERTa base, the representation of encart ∈
R512×768 and encconv ∈ R512×768) to 3 layered
transformer encoder (cf. Figure 1). Similar to the
previous experiment, we include a residual con-
nection between the CLS Pooling of the 3-layered
transformer encoder (R768) and the CLS Pooling
of the conversation encoder (R768). Finally, the
combined representation (R1536) is then inputted
to an MLP, followed by a Linear Layer that gener-
ates the regression output (see steps in §5.2.2).

5.2.4 Result and Discussions
Our submission results are shown in Table 1. As
discussed in Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, we can see our
proposed approach provides best Pearson’s scores
on development data compared to both baseline
and baseline with residuals. We also report testset
score evaluated by the organizers. Out submission
ranked 3rd in Track 1. In this submission, we use
RoBERTa-large for both encoders i.e., encart and
encconv (cf. Figure 1), with maximum token length
512. Other hyper-parameters include batch size = 6,
learning rate = 5e−5, number of epochs = 30. For
our custom transformer encoder, we set number of
layers = 3, embedding size = 1024, and head size =
8. All models are trained with mean-squared error
loss criteria and optimized with default configura-
tion of Adam optimizer.

Data Emp Emo-Pol Emo-Int Avg
Dev 0.7843 0.7917 0.7381 0.7710
Test 0.8090 0.7010 0.6650 0.7250

Table 1: Performance of our submission based on Pear-
son’s score on Development & Test sets. Here, we use
RoBERTa-large for encart and encconv , with maximum
token length 512. Emp: Empathy Emo-Pol: Emotion
polarity, Emo-Int: Emotion Intensity, Avg: Average.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced our methodologies
for investigating the emergence of empathy during
conversations. The task is introduced as part of the
WASSA 2023 shared task track 1, which focuses on
Empathy and Emotion Prediction in Conversations
(CONV). We developed a multi-tasking framework
that leverages a core multi-encoder based architec-
ture. This framework enables automatic assessment
of empathy, intensity of emotion, and polarity of
emotion in participants’ conversations. Our sys-
tems achieved average Pearson’s scores of 0.7710
on the released development set and 0.7250 on the
released test set. Our submission ranked 3rd in the
shared task. Due to time constraints, we are unable
to conduct an exhaustive number of experiments
with various architecture variations before reaching
a final conclusion. However, for future research,
we will conduct a comprehensive analysis involv-
ing architecture variations and data preprocessing
methods. Additionally, we plan to investigate the
influence of other features such as gender, age, etc.,
on the model’s decision-making process.
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